Coal and gas outburst is a very complex phenomenon of dynamic disaster in coal mine. There exists a complex non-linear mapping relationship which could not be described with functions between outburst risk and its influential factors. Due to the originality and superiority of artificial neural network (ANN) for modeling and imitating non-linear problems, an ANN model for prediction of outburst risk is set up. Then through practical application, the performance of commonly applied Back Propagation (BP) network for outburst risk prediction is analyzed. Aimed at the weakness of BP algorithm and based on the overall searching characteristic of Genetic Algorithm (GA), an improved compound GA-BP algorithm is used to optimize the model, then both the performance of the network and the predicting reliability of the model are improved.
INTRODUCTION
Coal and gas outburst (briefly named "outburst") is one of the biggest natural disasters which are seriously imperiling safe productivity of coal mine. Further studies of reliable outburst prediction methods are essential to effective prevention of outburst. It is known through numerous researches that the occurrence of outburst is a catastrophic behavior of a complex nonlinear dynamic system during its evolution in time and space, and there exists a complex non-linear mapping relationship which could not be described with functions between outburst risk and its influential factors [1] . Artificial neural network (ANN) possesses originality and superiority of modeling and imitating for dealing with such non-linear problems. Recently, the model of ANN has been tried to apply in outburst prediction and its effect has also been validated through applications.However ANN itself has some weakness. In this paper, through analyzing the performance of commonly applied Back Propagation (BP) neural network for outburst risk prediction, it is indicated that there exists some weakness of BP algorithm such as easily falling into local extremum, slow speed of convergence and vibrating effect, especially the result of BP algorithm is closely related to the initial status of the network. Consequently, in order to improve the perforemence of BP neural network, based on the overall searching characteristic of Genetic Algorithm (GA), an improved compound genetic and back propagation (GA-BP) algorithm is adopted to optimize the ANN model.
DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM
Based on the synthetical hypothesis of outburst mechanism and statistical data from the spot, it can be drawn that the factors which control the occurrence and intensity of outburst mainly include: gas pressure (gas content), ground stress, coal mass strength and the thickness of soft coal seam. Moreover, the factors such as geological structure and pitch angle of coal seam, passage tunnel for outburst and the action of mining and drivage also influence the occurrence and intensity of outburst. Through simulating tests in laboratory of CUMT, the above first four factors are analyzed and their influence upon the possibility of outburst occurrence is investigated systematically [1, 2] .
During the simulating tests, there occurred two typical dynamic phenomena which can be classified as: (I) non outburst risk, (II) outburst. Respectively using P0, Pg, Hm, Sc to represent ground stress, gas pressure, thickness of soft coal body and sieving modulus of coal mass, the concrete Prediction of Coal and Gas Outburst Risk experimental conditions and results of the tests are listed in Table 1 , where the strength of coal mass is expressed as sieving modulus. The larger sieving modulus is, the smaller coal mass strength is.
In this paper, the method of ANN will be adopted to set up the mapping relationship between outburst risk and P 0 , P g , H m , S c , so as to realize precise prediction of outburst risk. 
ANALYSIS ON THE ABILITY OF BP ALGORITHM FOR OUTBURST RISK PREDICTION

Back Propagation Neural Network
In current applications of ANN, BP network model and its varied forms are usually mainly adopted because they represent the essence of ANN. BP network is a multi-layer forward network with unidirectional propagation, its construction is shown in Fig.1 [3, 4] . BP network can be regarded as a highly non-linear mapping relationship between the input and output which can approximate complex function through compounding the simple non-linear functions time after time. It has been proved through theoretical research that BP network could realize any successive function at any due precision.
The learning process of BP network is a typically tutorial one realized by BP Algorithm which is the most popular training and learning method of ANN. The advantages of standard BP Algorithm based on gradient descending method and other improved forms lie in the accurate optimality searching and the ability of self-learning. 
……
Establishment of the ANN Model
In this paper, a three-layer BP neural network is set up. And there are four units in input layer which respectively represent the four influence Prediction of Coal and Gas Outburst Risk factors of outburst. According to the test calculation results, it is determined that the network consists of two hidden layers of which the first one includes four units and the second one includes three units. The output layer includes one unit which represents outburst risk. The logarithmic tangent function is selected as the transferring function of the network between the input layer and the first hidden layer, the first hidden layer and the second hidden layer. The linear function is selected as the transferring function of the network between the second hidden layer and output layer. The calculating process of the network is programmed by MATLAB software. The function "trainlm" is selected as the training function and "learngdm" as the learning function. The sum-squared error function "sse" is selected as the training performance function of the network.
Firstly normalize the data of 41 samples in Table 1 through transforming all sample data into the number of which the average value is 0 and the standard error is 1. Then analyze their main composition to get rid of the data whose variation is lower than 0.01. The handled samples are divided into two groups among which 80% (33) samples are taken as the training samples and 20% (8) 
Analysis of the Training and Prediction Results
According to the estabilished BP neural network model, the training and predicting process for outburst risk prediction has been conducted for many times. It is shown through analyzing every training and prediction results that there exist the following limitations of BP algorithm:
(1) The failure probability of network training is higher. The main reason is as follows. The goal of the network is trying to get the overall extremum of the complex non-linear function, however there usually exist several local extrema of such function, therefore as an optimizing method through local searching BP Algorithm is prone to fall into local extremum, converge slowly and even vibrate, so as to fail in training the network.
(2) The prediction result of the network is not so satisfied. There are two main reasons. Firstly, there exists contradictory between prediction ability and training ability of the network. Generally, the prediction ability of network will increase as its training ability improves, but there is an extreme limit of this trend beyond which the prediction ability of network will decrease as its training ability improves on the contrary. This is so-called 6
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"Over Fitness". Secondly, for all of the training processes, there is not only one final combination of weights and threshold values which satisfy the due training precision, so different combinations of weights (and threshold values) will lead to distinct prediction results.
ANALYSIS OF COMPOUND GA-BP ALGORITHM AND ITS PREDICTION RESULT
Genetic Algorithm
Genetic algorithm (GA) is basically based on natural biological evolution. A GA functions by generating an initial population from a random selection of possible solutions (which are analagous to chromosomes) to a given problem. It then evaluates each of those solutions, and a value for fitness is assigned to each solution (chromosome) depending on how close it actually is to solving the problem (thus arriving to the answer of the desired problem). Those chromosomes with a higher fitness value are more likely selected to reproduce new solutions (offspring, which can mutate after reproduction). The offspring is a product of the father and mother, whose composition consists of a combination of genes from them (this process is known as "crossing over"). If the new generation contains a solution that produces an output that is close enough or equal to the desired answer then the problem has been solved. If this is not the case, then the new generation will go through the same process as their parents did. This will continue until some condition (for example number of populations or improvement of the best solution) is satisfied [4, 5] . Compared with BP algorithm, Genetic algorithm (GA) possesses the following characteristics:
(1) The outstanding advantages of GA lie in that the gradient information of error function is unnecessary, and it is also unnecessarily considered whether the error function is differential or not. If it is easy to obtain the gradient information during the training process, perhaps BP algorithm will be superior to Genetic evolution algorithm in the speed of convergence.
(2) Both of the results of two algorithms are sensitive to their calculating parameters. Especially the result of BP algorithm is closely related to the initial status of the network. Prediction of Coal and Gas Outburst Risk (3) As the optimizing process of objective function is concerned, GA is good at overall searching, on the contrary BP algorithm is more effective in local searching.
(4) Limited by encoding precision, sometimes GA is hard to reach higher training precision.
Compound GA-BP Algorithm
It can be known through the above analysis that both GA and BP algorithms have their own advantages and disadvantages. If combining their advantages, the better training results will be obtained. Because GA possesses very strong ability of overall searching for optimization of the objective function, and can get the overall optimal solution in higher probability, so that the weakness of BP algorithm can be overcome by using GA to search during the earlier stage. It is shown by some related researches that the training efficiency and effect of compound GA-BP algorithm are significantly improved compared with GA or BP algorithm alone.
In this paper, the compound GA-BP algorithm is used to realize the learning and predicting ability of the network, so that the training process of the network can be divided into two steps: firstly, optimizing the initial weights (and threshold values) of BP network by GA and then obtaining the overall optimal solution in a certain range; then using BP algorithm to correct the network weights (and threshold values) and acquire precise solution.
The concrete method for realizing compound GA-BP algorithm is as follows:
(1) Select the network construction and the learning rule, set up the network parameters.
(2) Estimate the solution space of the network weights (and threshold values) by the designed BP network, and preliminarily design the range of the solution space of the network weights (and threshold values).
(3) Compile the calculating program of fitness function. In this paper, the fitness function is determined as e -E , among which E is average square error.
(4) Select the parameters of GA. In this paper, the population size is 70, the gene encoding pattern is float code, the number of genetic generations is 500, the crossover rate is 0.6 and the mutation rate is 0.05.
(5) Use the operators of crossover, mutation and selection to complete the optimization of the network weights (and threshold values) until reaching the genetic objective.
(6) Take the optimized weights (and threshold values) by GA as the initial weights (and threshold values) of the BP network, then use BP algorithm to conduct precise training.
(7) Training process will end if the due training precision can be satisfied after the sixth step, whereas go back to the fifth step until reaching the training objective.
Analysis of the Training and Prediction Results
The topologic network structure of the model is also 4-4-3-1. During the training process, the advantage of the compound GA-BP algorithm in the speed of convergence has been validated. In addition, it is shown from the training results of many times of calculations that the final combinations number and varying range of the network weights and threshold values trained by compound GA-BP algorithm are both less than those traned by BP algorithm, consequently the reliability of prediction result can be improved.
After the training process finished while the due training precision is satisfied, the weights between the input layer and the hidden layer, the hidden layer and the output layer, and the threshold values of every units are listed in Table 2 . The prediction results are shown in Table 3 . 
